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The AAF Scientific Advisory Group was activated late
in 1944 by General of the Army H. H. Arnold. He secured the services of Dr. Theodore von Karman, re.
nowned scientist and consultant in aeronautics, who
agreed to organize and direct the group.
Dr. von Karman gathered about him a group of American scientists from every field of research having a
bearing on air power. These men then analyzed important developments in the basic sciences, both here
and abroad, and attempted to evaluate the effects of their
application to air power.
This volume is one of a group of reports made to the
Army Air Forces by the Scientific Advisory Group.
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The present war started on both sides with "Con ventional" weapons and Vequip.
ment; conventional because their principles of action, design, and performance were
fundamentally known to the enemy. During the war both sides produced equipmfext
anid weapons of astonishing effects which will certainly change the whole picture of
future aerial warfare.
This report is concerned with the main fields in which significant advances have
been made and tries to show "where we stand" with some indicavonis as to "where we
shall go."
For future planning of research and development, the following new aspects of
aerial warfare have to be cnnsidered as fundamental realities:
1. Aircraft, manned or pilotless, will move with speeds far beyond the velocity
of sound.
2. Due to improvements in aerodynamics, propulsion, and electronic control,
unmnanned devices will transport means of destruction to targets at distances up to
several thousands of miles.
3. Small amounts of explosive materials will causc destruction over areas of
several square miles,
4. Defense against present-day aircraft will he perfected by target-seeking
missiles.
5. Only aircraft or missiles moving at extreme speeds will be able to penetrate
enemny territory protected by such defenses.
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Supersonic flight appeared before 1940 as a remote possibility. Supersonic
motion was considered as characteristic of artillery shells; level flight supported by
wings was thought to be confined to the subsonic speed range. Some people talked of
the stone wall against which we were running by trying to fly faster than sound.
One of the main results of bolder and more accurate thinking, and more experi..
rnentation in the last few years, is the fact that this stone wall disappeared, at least in
our planning, and will disappear in actual practice if efforts are continued.
I believe the first engineering analysis presented in this country was contained in
a report by myself and my collaborators early in 1944. It was shown in this report that
an airplane of 10,000 lb gross weight, and S0 lb/sq ft wing loading, can climb to
40,000 ft altitude, reach a speed of 1000 mph, and fly at this speed for five minutes. As
the propulsion device, a ramjet was considered.
The two main requisites of supersonic flight -are the developmcnt of air frames
which are acrodynamnically efficient in the supersonic range and the development of
lightweight efficient propulsion units.
The German contribution to the problem of supersonic flight is mainly on the
aerodynamic side. No particular advance has been made by them in power plants such
as the ramjet and turbojet for extremely high speeds. The Germans tested these power
plants only at subsonic speeds Thcir wain contributions to aerodynamics were as
follows:
1. By wind-tunnel testing and by firing of winged riissiles, it w"as shown that thle
passdill of sonic velocity dfoes not entail any stability difficulties if the transition is
iniaou in a relatively slovrt im- by rapid accelcration.
).. By wVtnd-rimnel tv -ting, it was foutid that efficient Wing t.orins Withli'118 lift
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frora a trip to Europe in 1937, to install a supersonic tunnel at Pasadena. (eneal
Barnes decided in 1942 to build such atunnel at Aberdeen Proving Ground. '11hC
design was based on model studies carried out between 1940 and 1942 at the Califoio
nia Institute of Technology. Wright Field and NACA are building supersonic willd
tunnels but until recently only one small tunnel with a cross section of 7.5 x 7.5 in. was
available. As the missile program made the need for supersonic aerodynamic data
urgent, the Budget Bureau of the Government ordered hearings with the idea rather of
restricting than encouraging the construction of such vital instruments of research
under the slogan of "avoid duplications."
The picture of the situation on the other side is given by Figs. 1 and 2, which cover
German supersonic wind tunnels in operation and under construction.
It seems to me that the Air Forces have to recognize the fact that the science of
supersonic aerodynamics is no longer a part of exterior ballistics but represents the
basic knowledge necessary for design of manned and unmanned supersonic aircraft.
The Air Forces have to provide facilities and include this field in their research,
development, and training programs.
ARROWHEAD INING
The main difficulty of flying at speeds near and beyond the velocity of sound is, of
course, the extremely low lift-drag ratio of the airplane due to excessive drag. The
range of an airplane, for example, is directly proportional to this ratio. Wing theory
and wing design for subsonic airplanes were worked out with rather surprising success in this country and we were ahead of the Germans in this field. However, in the
field of transonic and supersonic wing design, the Germans developed to the point of
practical application ideas which were only in the discussion stage here.
The optimum lift-drag ratio of the wing of a very well designed subsonic airplane,
the Mustang, is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen from the same figure that the lift-drag ratio
for a rectangular supersonic wing at a Mach number of 2 is less than that of an oldfashioned biplane cell. This is the point where new ideas must step in.
One such idea is that of the arrowhead wing (Pfeilflagel), first suggested in a
scientific paper by A. Busemann in 1935. This was a dormant idea until revived with
success by German scientists and designers in the period 1942-1945.
The arrowhead wing is based on the thought that sweeping back the wings reduces considerably the eff-ctive Mach number of the win; and so lowers the resistance.
As a latter of fact. if the sweephacki is sufliciently large, the shock wave can be eliminated vn at SlICrsouic speeds over the greater part of the wing. I include here two
ldtl.alih' (Fig. 4) whi'ch I ehong ta series of experiments carried out at my sug-
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the transonic range. They found that the critical Mach number at which the compressibility effects increase the drag and cause stability troubles, can be pushed to higher
values by large sweepback of the wings. This result was utilied it, ;everaf of their last
airplanes, for exarple, the Messerschmitt-Lippisch design of their rocket interceptor,
the Me-163.
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I believe that for the realization of supersonic flight, the following engineering
_'esearches are indicated:
1. Complete airplane models with actual operating power plant should be tested
for performance and detailed improvements in supersonic wind tunnels at supersonic
speeds. For this purpose supersonic wind tunnels of large test sections are necessary
so that not only the components, such as wing and fuselage, but a whole airplane as
well can be studied for optimum design.
2. Since wind-tunnel testing in the speed range in the immediate neighborhood
of the sonic velocity is unreliable, research in this speed range should be supplemented
by special flying research airplanes in order to obtain performance data as well as flow
mechanics data at high speeds. For the success of these tests, a complete, careful instrumentation and flight-testing technique has to be developed so that accurate and
detailed flow information can be obtained.
3. Methods of launching the airplane by various auxiliary power plants, such as
rockets, should be investigated. One promising means of launching is to combine the
take-off and climb into one single step by rockets as shown in Fig. 5. The transition
through the velocity of sound will be then very fast and the rockets can be dropped
when spent. No long runways will be necessary and the main power plant, turbojet,
or ramjet, can be designed most efficiently for supersonic operation only.
4. Landing is facilitated by the fact that the fuel consumed is a large percentage
of the initial weight. However, to enable landing at a safe low speed, deceleration and
lift increase by appropriately directed rocket thrust during the last few seconds of
descent may be necessary, as shown in Fig. 5. This method of landing has to be studied.
Only through such a program of research can the problem of supersonic flight be
satisfactorily solved. Of coute, from the point of view of tactical usage of supersonic
aircraft, the result of this research program is only the first step. There still remains the
question of working out the best ways of using an aircraft of supersonic speed for the
different situations. However, the very new horizon opened up by a velocity higher
than sound justifies the intensive research indicated. We cannot hope to secure air
superiority in aiiy future conflict without entering the supersonic speed range.
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The German effort on guided missiles and pilotless aircraft was aimed at three
tactical problems: (1) the bombing of Allied ships, both naval and merchant vessels;
(2) long-range strategic bombing of England; and (3) defense against Allied bombers.
Some thought and effort had also been given to the problem of the long-range
strategic bombing of America by unmanned missiles.
Development of high-angle and glide bombs to answer the first problem was
started about the end of 1939 or the beginning of 1940 and resulted in the PC-1400FX and Hs-293 missiles, first used in August and October, 1943. Both missiles were
direct-sight radio-controlled and became unusable as soon as air superiority was lost.
The well-known V-1 and V-2 were used to meet the second problem, which arose
after the failure of the attempt to bomb England by conventional aircraft because of the
efficient British air defense. Although .he fundamental scientific research and development work on these missiles had its root in projects initiated for other purposes as
early as 1935, the focusing of effort on the tactical problem of long-range bombing of
England appears to have started in 1941.
The history of development of the buzz-bomb (V-i) is quite interesting. An inventor, Paul Schmidt, had a development contract from the Air Ministry for an intermittent jet motor in 1935. The work proceeded slowly. About November, 1939,
Diedrich, of the Argus Motor Company, who had been working for the Air Ministry
on exhaust pipe jet-propulsion nozzles, began work on intermittent combustion in an
open pipe. In 1940, the Air Ministry brought Schmidt to the Argus Company and combined the developments. The first successful motor was completed in 1941. This motor
development itself was intended for use in aircraft. About that time the ground forces
development of the large V-2 rocket, which was started at a very early date, was delayed. Since this weapon was considered extremely important for the outcome of the
war, an official of the Air Ministry proposed the use of a combination of small airplane
with intermittent jet motor as a substitute for the same purpose. The V-1 was thus
conceived and became a development of the air forces. Its code name was originally
Kirschkern (cherry pit) because it was merely to be spit out against England.
Fieseler Aircraft Company was selected to build the air frame. The development
tests were made at the Air Ministry laboratory at the Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt Hermann Goring, Braunschweig, in the 2.8-n high-speed wind tunnel. The original model
of the V-i was not very good, the net thrust of the motor being zero at 380 mph. About
60% of the operating time of this wind tunnel was needed for nearly a year to bring
the development to its present stage.
The first reconnaissance photograph of the V-i was taken by the British at
Peenemin 1de in Apri! 10 34.and bombing uade Peeneuiwnde uninhabitable by August,
1943. The first operational use of the V-1 was on 12 June 1944.

fir,The V-2 of long-range rocket was known as A.A.. or Apparat 4ofThi:
aluainum
it K!ummersdorf. It was a small rocket
series A o, was - Cd in 19 -;

,

, U.-

.Zfvuction, 100kg thrust, intended for use on aircraft.

1Dr. von Braun, leader of the Peenemainde group which developed the V-2, was a
I d
of rockeos, who had published books on interplanetary rocket travel. A gro., of
Oberths stadents became interested in rockets and organized an amateur rocket group.
All were well-trained scientists. In 193'. Dr. von Braun was employ-ed by the German
War Department and sent to Peenerntinde. In 1941, von BrvAnn bronght Oberti ther
student of Professor Hermann Oberth, a weli-known inventor and writer in fl)(.

as head of the Patent Section. By 1941i Peenemtinde was an active test station. The
Me-163 was brought there in September, 1941 and in October, 1941 flew at a sneed]
of 1003 kin, hr (about 623 mph). In October, 1941, the first supersonic wind-tunnel
tests were made on a projectile at a Mach number of 4.4. After the bombing of Peeneminde n Aiq
10.41 te artlvties were decentralized. The wind-um1ne--oup went

to Kochel, where it was in operation in January, 1944. The first use of the V-2 was on
8 September 1944.

Development of guided-missile defense against bombers began early in 1943. The
missiles were all rocket-propelled and, in their final development, many were to be
automatically controlled with homing devices and equipped with proximity fuses.
Many of these missiles (X-4, Hs-298, Schmetterling, Rheintochter, Enzian, and Wasserfall) reached their final testing and early production stage but with direct-sight
radio-control only. The electronic developments, homing devices, and proximity fuses
lagged behind the vehicle and propulsio,, unit developments. The X-4 air-to-air missile was provided with an interesting direct wire control to avoid the possibility of
jamming, present with radio control. Two of the wings carry at -the tips spools of fine
wire, long enough to permit a range of three miles while maintaining direct wire coajnection between the missile and the control aircraft. The wires can be fed out at speeds
of more than 400 mph. None of these missiles were used against our bombers. The
German situation became so critical indeed that development of complicated guided
rockets was stopped in February, 1945, in favor of concentrating on small, unguided
rockets to be used in large numbers.
The German military agencies, research institutions, and industrial designers
devoted a large effort to guided missiles and considerd t very promising weapons.
In August, 1944, there were some 25 projects for horning devices under development
The major research laboratories of the air and ground forces made many wind-tunnel
and flight tests, some at high supersonic speeds, and made man), theoretical studies of
problems related to guided missiles and pilotless aircraft.
Perhaps the most important result of th.e German effort in this field was to show
that winged missiles are superior in Performance to finned missiles. Thus, the next
stage in the development of the Vo2 rocket was to have been the addition of wings.
Tle necessary wind.itnnel tests had been made in connection with the development
of the winged ground-to-air ro. .. t~asserfll and ballistic conitutations had show,1
tha.... '
~ ....l..e would increas-., the -r.. of the V.rocket from about 250 to
t-oclcet
Wiromuue mdels
about 400 about
miles.400'W'inl..tnmmei
ofr ~t,,vinged V-.2, known as A-9, abouticis
are showro in
F:ig . ";.t,
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The German scientists believed, although some German engineers in industry
disagreed, that the ultimate guided missile would be comphotely automatic in its operation. Although for quick development and for test purposes they favored the use of
manual radio cntrol, their long-range plans contemplated first automatic blind
tracking of the missile and target, then the connection of the two tracking devices
through a computer to the radio control channels, and finally the use of a homing
device for the last part of the trajectory and a proximity fuse.
Looking over the great variety of projects one finds that the V-2 rocket was the
most outstanding technical achievement and that the Peenemande group of scientists,
working for the ground forces, was the most capable missile research group in Germany. It is important for us to note that one element in their success was the fact that
they had under a single leadership in one organization, experts in aerodyuamics,
structral design, electronics, servomechanisms, gyros and control devices, and propulsion; in fact, every group required for the development of a complete missile. The
letters and papers in the files of industrial groups, like Messerschmitt, show rapid
progress in the field of vehicle and propulsion, the fields in which the firm itself had
qualified people, but delay after delay on controls and electronic devices which had to
be secured elsewhere. The Luftwaffe research laboratories made little progress in the
actual development of specific weapons, largely because of the absence of electronics
experts and their lack of facilities for the construction of experimental missiles.
In addition to the German view that the final guided missile would be completely
automatic in operation, the possibilities of long-range strategic bombing were fully
understood. There is no question but that the diversion of the efforts of the Peenemuinde scientists in 1943 to the development of an antiaircraft guided rocket delayed
the introduction of the winged V-2 rocket (A-9) and its successor, the traisoceanic
rocket (A-9 plus A-10). Drawings and computations had been completed for the A-10,
a rocket weighing 85.T with a thrust of 200 T to be used as a launching rocket for the
A-9, accelerating it to a speed of 3600 ft/sec. The motor of the A-9 would accelerate it
further to a speed of 8600 ft/sec, giving it a range of about 3000 miles. Some consideration was given to the design of one version of the A-9 carrying a pilot. The Scientific
Advisory Group agrees that the German results of wind-tunnel tests, ballistic
computation, and experience with the V-2 justify the conclusion that a transoceanic rocket can
be developed.
The principal German advantage in the field of guided missiles was the lead in
time in the development of rockets, which were considered to have serious military
applications as early as 1935. Much effort was put into this field and as a result the supporting industrial developments were ready as a foundation for missile designers.
They could buy rocket motors and rocket fuels from commercial sources. in this rspect they lead us. The V-2 development was successful not so much because of striking
scientific developments -is kecause of an early start, military support, anti a boldness of
execution. i-, the electronic field, radar in particular, we are definirely one or two years
in the lead, althongh we have not put as mch efhrt in the experic-ntal dettcrminatioi
of the limits of picnior
f f acoulstic and infrared dcvice.
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Ihe Air Forces khave rad!er t oroughly exp!ored the field of guided high-angie aud
glide hombs relased ftom aircraft. This program is nndoubtedly well know, to ill
Corinanding General through the AMC progress reports. It includes preset glide

bombs controlled by an automatic pilot, high-angle and glide bombs remotely con..
trolled by radio with and without television repeat-back equipment, and high-angle
and glide bombs homing by light, heat, and radar. During the war period there were
many projects and the number tended to grow continually. In this early stage of deveL
opmen-t rhere was not much possibility for real systematic planning. It should be possible now to reduce the number of projects to those meeting definite military require..
meets and to staidardize on a small number of missiles. These standardized missiles
should be used to continue research and development on homing devices.
Our endeavors in pilotless aircraft in the proper sense include, in addition to the
successful1 te-..oductions of the V-! type; a few promising beginnings However, the
Air Forces should realize that the task is far beyond the scope of inventing gadgets and
trying to make them work. There is urgent need of a systematic analysis of the various
tasks which manned airplanes equipped with bombs, guns, and rockets perform, and
which now may be performed by pilotless craft.
In other words, two developments have to meet for successful solutions of the
problems: The tactical viewpoint must lead to the choice of the types of pilotless aircraft; on the other hand, physical science will proceed to offer more and more extended
ranges and improved accuracy.
However, beyond that the implications of the accomplishments of the German
Peenemande group and of the recent development of the atomic bomb by United
States and British scientists, future methods of aerial warfare call for a reconsideration
of all present plans. A part, if not all, of the functions of the manned strategic bomber
in destroying the key industries, the communication and transportation systems, and
military installations at ranges of from 1000 to 10,000 miles will be taken over by the
pilotless aircraft of extreme velocity. The use of supersonic speeds greatly reduces
errors due to wind drift and other atmospheric conditions and the tremendous zone
of damage of the atomic bomb diminishes the required precision. Hence, the difficult
control problem is made easier.
For the future long-range strategic bomber, the Scientific Advisory Group foresees two types of pilotless aircraft, both with wings, one with a high trajectory reaching far into the outer atmosphere, and the other designed for, level flight at high altitudes. The first one call be considered as a further development of the V-2 rocket. In
fact, this was planned by the German scientists. By using two or more step-rocIets for
the acceleration, a very high speed is imparted to a missile, perhaps as high as 17,000

mph or moe, to give ranges of several thousand miles. In this case, the wings
are
required mainly for control purposes, but they also serve to extend the glide
path ill
the lower atmosphere The German scientists have suggested a second type
of trajectory, requiring less initial energy, in which the wixigs are caused to curve
tie path
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h'e second future strategic holIeir is a supcrsonic pilotless aitcraft, (lyin, a
altitudes of from 20,GO() to, say, 63,000 ft.
Itappears to us now that the speed will l,
about twice the speed of sournd and that the airt.raft will be powered by a turbhoe,
motor. An intermediate step might be i pilotless aircraft traveling at high subsonrk
seeds with a Mach number of about 0.9 about 600 mph at 40,000 ft.
.
-'at supic, g.
For the future defense against hostile aircraft, it seems citeLi
missiles will be used, propelled either by rockets. or more probably by a ramjet. The
fully automatic radar beam-guiding methods of control oC the type suggested, but not
experimentally tried, by the Germans will probably be used for guiding, supplemented
by simplified heat-homing devices and proximity fuses.

The present facilities and organization for research and development of pilot..;s
aircraft appear inadequate. It cannot be expected that such complex problems can be
successfiffly solved by any group which is specialized in only one of the several fields
which are involved,
Leadership in the development of these r.ew weapons of the future can be assured
only by uniting experts in aerodynamics, structural design, electronics, servomecban.
isms, gyros, control devices, propulsion, and warhead under one leadership, and pro.
Viding them with facilities for laboratory and model shop production in their specialties and with facilities for field tests. Such a center must he adequately supported by the
highest ranking military and civilian leaders and must be adequately financed, including the support of related work on special aspects of various problems at other
laboratories and the support of special industrial developments. It seems to us that this
is the lesson to be learned from the activities of the German Peenemande group.
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The following classification embraces the most important novel Methods of
propulsion emerging from the war years. utiliving atmospheric oxygen:
Si119gesled
Designations

Reciprocating engine +ivdiiccfan.
....................
Gas turbine + propeller.......................
.........
Gas -turbine + ducted fan.................................
Gas turbine + jet .......................................
Continuous ,ct, compression by aerodynamic ram ..............
Intermittent jet .........................................

Motorjet
Turboprop
Turbofan
Tubo)jet
Ramijet
Pulsojet

Grzr
Designations

ML
PTI.
ZTL
TL
L.
IL

These systems are shown schematically in Figs. 10a and 10b.
The motoriet is widely known as the Campini system. As a matter of
fact sucha
propulsion system was used in the first jet-propelled airplane which
was flown in
Italy a few years before the war. Probably it will be foundt heavier and
less efficient
than some other systemns. All elements of the various systems were known
long before
the war in the patent literature. The fact that they succeeded in becoming
practical
realities is due to several causes:
I. Fast airplanes and missiles required propulsion systems independent
of the
'Ise of Propellers.
2. Military use justified the design of engines with relatively
poor fuel economjry,
if they are lighter and less bulky than conventional reciprocating engines
and/or could
offer themselves to simpler manufacturing mnethods.
3. The science of aerothertnodynamics, especially research on combustion
in
high-speed airflow made great progress i, tile war, years
4. Metallurgy found newk high-tcrnPerature-resisting
materials.
5. Bold and progressive designers created p rototypes of
turbines and coinpzessors which conventional el-ginleering considered impossible.
ft.e progress made in combustion technique, lightweight
construction, and miaterials is here to stay and development Will Contin1ue. In additiOn, proper
scientific study
amd further 1reseaRJch wil11ak at leaa!t somne of
the ne(W propuso
ytm qal
01 moe
eu~otni
a ,atile conventional eninmes are no On
)I. eOther hand
-ia
also~~~tht-clneii~
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h1pe
of the novel ide's will induce d ,S4gr crs )f rccipr~ocating~ engines to produce 50onic radical ltnprovenjelas ill theilr Own C3field.
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compared in snic detail, lefore discussing the moat itp,'otvnt types. 1 include here
as a matter of interest a 12.year plan for the period 1938-1.950, which the man r pon.
sible for engine research in the German Air Ministry published in a secret document
in July, 1943, altbmugh it does not appear to me as a very well-balanced and far-seeing
project.
First 4-Year Program (1938.1942). The aim of the first 4-year program was the
development of simple turbojet engines for mass production, without particular regard
for quality, utilizing readily available material, simple manufacturing methods, and
generous tolerances. At the same time studies were to be initiated in preparation for
the second period. Results of the first period are shown in mass production of turbojets
such as the BMW 003, the Jumo 004, and the Heinkel-flirth 011.
Second 4-Year Program (1942-1946). This period had the objective of developing the following items:
1. Improved turbojets of higher power, capable of operation at higher altitudes.
(Example: BMW 018 for 7700-lb thrust.)
2. Gas turbine -[ ducted fan units.
3. Gas turbine + pi-opeller combination. (Example: BMW 028 for 12,000 hp at
500 mph at sea level.)
4.

Ramjet.

5. Research and design studies on a gas turbine with heat exchanger for long
distance flights. This has the German designation GTW.
6.

Reciprocating engine + ducted fan units.

7. Research and development on the explosion-type gas turbine. One of the ideas
on this. subject was the use of a pulsojet, such as the V-1 motor, as a source of gas for
operating a turbine.
Third 4-Year Program (1946-1950). Development to a working state of the following items was visualized for this period:
1. Gas turbine with heat exchanger (GTW system),
2. Reciprocating engine + ducted fan units.
3. The ;ntermittent or explosion-type gas turbine.

It is general opinion that simultaneously with the development of the jet reaction
principle for fast airplanes the gas turbine with propeller or fan drive will have wide
applications for airplanes of moderate speed. Jet propulsion has iktrinsically low
efficiency at low and moderate speeds so that the propeller is superior. On the other
hand, it is expected that further research will help the gas turbine attain at least the
same efficiency as reciprocating engines riow have. It will then have the aiditional advantages of lighter weight, simpler construction, and absence of the vibrations inherent in reciprocating engines.
The thermal efficiency of existing gas turbines is still considerably lower than that
of reciprocating engines at their optimum operating conditions. Howcver, many

developed r! avaiable for impirovemilent,of the eIlicienc\
me-tl)O~t flflt yel( (b.JILetcU
onsumption of the gas turbine. leat exchangers help
ff Ifu
and a-snriatedt re dutie
hot exhaust gass; intcrcoolinj, betwCen (ompressor stagolf
o)recotel tiWe ;nm'gy fI
increase the cycle efficiency. Finally, the replace.
and reheairn; 1-etween turbine stages
rh erotating compressor and combustion chamber by a _-eciprocatin system.
i.elt o1
for example, a free-piston gas gencrator,allows the use of high pr saure. and materialiy
avenues of fi.
lowers the fuel consumption. It is extremely desirable that all of these

ther improvement be thoroughly investigated. An interesting German suggestion, it
is shown in
free-piston gas generator with doughnut-shaped housing for tle pistons,
Fig. 1I. The arrowhead-wing pr'nciple applied to the design of high.-speed propellers
for reducing compressibility cffects and increasing efficiency is also shown in Fig. 11.
Table I outlines German and Allied turboprop and turbofan, and high-speed propeller
developments.
TURBOJRT
The principles and main design characteristics of turbojet engines for airplanes
were known before the war in all countries. Endeavors in private industry in England
and Germany started, at about the same time, in 1935. Our own industry was somewhat
discouraged by official studies which were certainly much too conservative, especially
concerning the weight of gas turbines and compressors. The German government
was perhaps more alert in subsidizing this development than was the English go-ernment. The American development started with directives from General Arnold. As far
as the centrifugal type of compressor is concerned, the IT.S. units were based on Whittle's design, utilizing our own experience with turbosuperchargers. The independent
development of the axial-type compressor started about the same time. In the German
designs, both centrifugal and axial types are used; with emphasis on the axial. The
progress of the actual prototypes in Germany is illustrated by a timetable taken from a
German report, dated 2 November 1944, shown in fig. 12.
The comparative merits of Allied and German turbojet units are shown in Fig. 13.
It is seen that the Germans were ahead as far as the sizes of units are concerned; but
they were trailing slightly both in specific weight of the engine and in its specific fuel
consumption.
In Table II, I am including a list of detailed research problems which may be helpfil for planning future research in the field of gas-turbine and jet engines, as well as it,
the field of turbojets. None of these problems was solved in Germany with decisive
success; but most of them were carefully studied in German laboratories. The status 01
German research is indicated with some remark- conicerning the outlook and recommendations.
The present application of turbojet engines is for propelling airplanes at the upper
end of the subsonic range. Although the !topi5sium effciu_,cy of the jet is relatively
low at such flying speeds, its application is justified by lightness of weight and sinand
plicity of construction of the jet engine in comparison with reciprucatjng , ,engics,
approachspeedIs
flight
at
somewhat
beciause the efficiencey of propeller drive decreases
ing sonic velocity. On the other hand, thw propulsive efficiency of jet drive is increasinig
%'ithimclk-Srlf',
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NOTEJ: No detailed list of allied l.;:ojects is presented since most of the active projects are Classi,
fled.

Item

Turboprop

German Projects

Remarks

BMW 028; Adaptation of BMW 0i8,
12,000 hp at 500 mph at sea level, wt
7700 lb. Design stage.

U. S. leads Germany in having a low.
powered turboprop in experimental
operation, namely, the TG-i 00. Ger.
many leads U. S. in development of
high-powered unit, namely, the BMW

Juro 022; Adaptation of 012, 8000
hp at sea level. Preliminary design
only.
Daimler - Benz 021; Adaptation of
Heinkel-Hirth 011, 4000 hp at 500
mph at 25,000 ft. Design stage only.
High-Speed
Propellers

028. Recommend U. S. push development of larger powered units. U. S.
needs greater capacity in compressor
and turbine test facilities, and wind
runnels for testing large gas turbine
nacelles.

Tests of swept-back propeller blades
at DVL, Berlin, and AVA Gittingen,

Intensive investigation of swept-back
propellers in high-speed wind tunnels

show improved efficiency at high-flight
speeds.

recommended for U. S., since it shows
possibility of increasing top speed of
propeller-driven aircraft.

Turbofan

Design studies by Junkers, Heinkel,
BMW.

Recommend immediate evaluation of
this drive for application to U. S. aircraft.

Free-Piston
Gas Generatol

Junkers reciprocating free piston and
LFA rotating free piston.

Rotating free piston shows promise Oi
decreased weight and size over reciprocating free piston. Recommend
German development he evaluated
whether advantageous
catons in I).S.

for applica-
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Problemn

German Projects

Rewarkes, OutlOok
a;nd Recomrncdationc

High Temp.
Alloys

IV

Ceramic
Blades

LEA znd AVA.

U. S. not behind, but research on improving brittleness needed.

Cooled Turbine Blades

Air-cooled; BMW et al.
Water-cooled; Schmidt, LFA.
Sodium-cooled; Rietz, AVA.

Eivaluation of German water-cooled
and sodium-cooled technique recoinmended.

n Idsr

U. S. materials superior, but we should
push research on fatigue improvement.

H1911OFrafo-off Thrust
Tail Pipe
Burning

Used in Jumo 004.

Liquid

Experiments with

H20),

1 ci eased take-off thrust im.portant for
turbojets.

HNO,,,

N 2 0.

Injection

Results promising but more thrust
increase needed.

Overspeed at
Take-off

Not much done.

German units handicapped by materials.

VariableArea Nozzles

Most German jet engines have adjustable tail cones.

Development should also include adjustable stator vanes.

Aoradyunrie Improvemient.-

Compressor
Blading

Research at G6ttingen, Sruatgart. Little
research on increasing stage pressure
rise by slots, flaps, and boundary layei
suction. Extensive plans for test equipment at Braunschweig, G6ttingen,
30,000-hp aerodyn-inic components
laboratory planned at Otztal.

Germany slightly ahead due to earlier
start. Germany's 30,000-hp~tztal coinponents laboratory exceeds in scope
all U. S. plans. Recommend a Jail-scale
AAF components test iaboidzGry supplement basic research of NACA,
whichi should also bc expedited.

German Prejects

Problem

Remarks, Outlook
and Recotamendations

Aorodlynoraic Improvomonts (Continuod)
Nacelle
Aerodynamics

Wind-tunnel tests on jet-engine
nacelles at Braunschweig, Stuttgart.
GLsztal 100.000-hp, 27-ft diam, M = 1.0
wind runnel for testing full-scale jet
nacelles (80% complete).

Present German and U.S. wind
tunnels inadequate in size and speed
for jet nacelle tests. Germans had
00,000-hp tunnel under construction.
Recommend large high-speed tunnei
of similar size be included in plans for
AAF equipment.

Cycl liprovonront
Intercooling
and Reheat

Design studies by industry.

German emphasis on mass production
of turbojets Postponed applied work
on cycle improvement. U.S, work
should be encouraged.

Regeneration

Design studies by industry- AVA
ceramic heat exchanger

Recommend systematic research on
efficient, light weight, heat exchangers.

Closed Cycle

No evidence of serious consideration.

Recommend Ackeret-Keller system at
Escher Wyss, Zurich, be evaluated in
terms of aircraft application, especially
with use of helium.

Application to Alssilns
Subsonic
Missiles

Design studies of expendable torbojets
to replace Argus tube of V-1.

Recommend development of expendable, simply constructed turbojet fo
missile application-

Supersonic
Missiles

No indication of German thought on
supersonic turbojet application,

Recommend further studies of supersonic turbojet anid construction of
experimental rmdel. Supersonic windtulnel facilities for testing propulsion
units at supersonic speeds urgently
necdcd.

turbojet as aipropulsion unit for very high speeds, for example, .speeds well beyond he
velocity of sound.

Due to the importance of this subiect, i initiated a Scientific Advisory Group Study
of estimated turbojet performance at speeds extending beyond the speed of sound.
The results showed chat even with the present-day limitations of operating tempera°
tures imposed by materials, the turbojet should outperform the ramjet up to a speed of
1.5 times the speed of sound, and that with increased temperatures still better per-

formance would be obtained. This is in direct contradiction to a widespread belief
existing at the present time that a compressor is useless for supersonic speeds, and
that the simple ramjet becomes the logical propulsion system. Many other engineers
seem to believe that neither the turbojet nor the ramjet is capable of functioning above

the speed of sound, and that rocket propulsion is the only possible drive for supersonic
flight. We do not believe that this is correct. Our analysis has definitely shown the
feasibility of using turbojets for supersonic flying speeds. If the torbojet should be
used for supersonic missiles, an expendable type turbojet must be designed in such a
way that the manufacturing costs do not become prohibitive. The Scientific Advisory
Group several times emphasized the importance of a study of expendable turbojet
designs. German reports also include suggestions for the same type of development and
at least one project was under way.
The divergence of opinions among various experts on this subject shows the
necessity of further fundamental investigations which best can be done in supersonic
wind tunnels.
It is our belief that the use of higher speeds will also affect the aerodynamic design
of the turbines and compressors. The rotational speed of turbomachines is today often
restricted by our lack of knowledge of supersonic flow patterns. The development of
supersonic turbomachinery may lead to further reduction of the weight and frontal
area of jet-propulsion units, and materially improve the performance of mnanned and
unmanned airplanes.

Ramjets and rockets are the simplest and lightest propulsive devices for aircraft
and missiles. The fuel consumption of the ramjet is rather high and, therefore, in the
whole field of jet propulsion, it occupies a place between the rocket and the turbojet.
Unlike the turbojet, it does not use any mechanical compressor, the compression being
obtained only by ram. Therefore, it is indeed a pure aerothermodynamic engine, without mechanical moving parts. Its maximum efficiency occurs naturally at very high
flight speed. Hence, it is most suitable for propulsion of aircraft and missiles at transoilic and supersonic speeds, especially for short flight durations. This is the reason
why the idea of using ram jets, although it was suggested decades ago, lay undeveloped
until today, the age of high-speed flight.

For maximum ram efficiency, the d,-sign of the eotrance diffusers for transonic and
for supersonic speeds is somewhat different as sho-wn n Fig. 1,4.
l)ue Jt) its promising fiJire, the ramjet is being intensively developcd by the
IuIls
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Germany

1943 Fa. Walter Co. of Kiel desIgned a ramjet
which was tested at the LFA tip to I
0.851. Fuel consumption 7 lb/hr/lb of

1943 Combustion -usearch was started at
National Bu. of Standards and MIT.

thrust.

!944 Focke-Wulf Co. designed a short ramjet
which was tested at the LFA up to M
0.90. The fuel was first vaporized before
barning. Fuel consumption lower than
Walter ramjet.

Further Allied development data classifled CONFIDENTIAL

1944 W. Trommsdorf designed a ramjet projectile stabilized by spin. Few initial
trials not successful.
1944 E. Sanger and A. Lippisch suggested use
of coal in ramjet as fuel. Combustion research done at Gdttingen.
1944 Supersonic diffuser for ramjet was
studied both at Gbttingen and LFA.
A comparison of efforts shows
tunnel tests on their designs, we are
opment. In fact, part of our effort is
bustion, thus insuring rapid future

that, although the Germans have run some windnot far behind in this initial phas e of ramjet develwisely direct-d toward the basic problem of comprogress.

PUkSOJ 'T
The engine used for the German V-1 flying bombs was the first successful example
of a pulsojet. The difference between the pulsojet and the ramjet is that the former
utilizes the resonance effect of the duct to obtain higher combustion pressures; therefore, a better fuel economy is realized in the pulsojet than in the ramjet, which operates
without resonance effect and depends on ram compression only. Also, due to this
difference in operating principle, the pulsojet can produce a static thrust while the
ramjet cannot. However, it is the general belief, substantiated by theoretical analysis,
that the advantages of a pulsojet over a ramjet gradually disappear as the speed of
flight increases. For supersonic speeds, the ramjet may be the lighter power plant, with
the possible further advantage of smooth thrust. However, it seems to me that it is too
early to say which power plant is the better one, and this decision should be postponed
until more test data on both types of engine are available.
as
German development of the pulsojet was started by Paul Schmidt, the inventor,
early as 1935. As previously mentioned, its application to the flying bomb, V-1. must
be considered as a temporary expedient, used only whetn the development of the V-2
rocket missile was delayed. The history of the pulsojet is shown schirmatically in
..lnIloh the (ermans
I'alb,: IV. It ir seen tha, aHtc

were

fit-st

to he'..r a woritg pulso-

1935

Ui.

P. Schmidt started to develop thle pulsojet

S.

projects

still classified

SINRFT

under the auspicos r~f GAF. Perfected an
ignition device for 50 cyc/sec but fouild
ignition unnecessary once engine was
running. Complicated fuel inj'ection.
1939 Argus Motor Co., Berlin, also started to
work on the pulsojet. They had a cumbersome

intake

shaped

valve

a

like

spiral, but siniple fuel injection.
1940 The

simple

systemn of Argus

injection

was combined with the Schmidt spring

1K

air valve. Flight tests made.
1941
4

Decision

made

to

apply

the

Argus

engine to V-1.
1941 Continued

to

research

inacrease

the

tothrust of V-1 engine, both by static and
1944 wind-tunnel
the

tests. By removing part of

obstruction

to

the

air flow,

DFSVI

Group has increased the thrust from 660
to 880 lb. A conical inlet for more air
flow by P.

Schmidt increased the static

thrust to '1500 lb.

jet, their more recent efforts have produced only limited success. The development programn in the U. S., while started late, is more thorough and should yield reliable data
for judging the comparative merits of the pulsojet and the ramnjet in thle near future-

Rocket propulsion differs from the jet-propulsion devices hitherto mentioned in
that the rocket does not utilize atmospheric oxygen. Its performance is, therefore, ToraCtically independent of altitude; int fact, the thrust produced increases somewhat when
the outside pressure decreases. It functions hest outside of thle dense part of the atmosphere. As a mnattei: of fact, it is the only propulsion device for the upper str-atosphere
and the stellar interspace.
Rocket propellants are either liquids or solid mixtures with moderate or slow
rates of t'erninr. Gaseous propellants require bulky containers and are, therefore, yl
practicai. One class of the liquid propellants iscqdled ulo11opvopcilantsw iLe., liquids
whbich uinder action of igniters or catalyz.ers dcconfpose and generate a large 'volume ('f
hot gases. The expansion of the huet gas throusgh ie rocke t 'ioxzk acceclerates tile _l
consisting of twvo ov mlore cft)mntnts.
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by igniters or catalyzers. But there is a class of bipropellants,
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nellants has
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as the combination of nitric acid and aniline, which is spontaneously inflaimable
when the components are brought into cotI-Ict in the rocket m,oto
JLhI

one of the important findings of the study on rockets ca tried out by the Scientific
Advisory Group is the fact that, barring the use of atomic energy, the optimum performance of all possible combinations of chemicals used as rocket propellants is not
greatly different. Two methods of comparison can be used; comparison can be made on
a constant weight-of-propellant basis or on a constant volume-of-propellant basis. The
propellant which has the highest impulse per unit weight is the liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen combination. But the propellant which has the highest impulse per
unit volume is the nitric acid and aniline combination. The extremely low density of
liquid hydrogen makes very large tanks necessary for its storage and, thus, practically
rules out its use in the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen propellant. High impulse
per unit volume (and, hence, small body and low drag) is very important in guided
antiaircraft missiles which have to travel at high speeds in relatively dense atmosphere.
The German choice of a nitric acid propellant for such missiles is believed to have been
prompted by this advantage.
As a matter of interest, I shall include here the definitions of a few novel terms in
German rocket engineering.
Monergol!

Monopropellant.

Hypergol:

Bipropellant or multipropellant that is spontaneously inflammable
when the components are brought together in the motor.
The inert part of the fuel component in the "Hypergol." For instance,
the aromatic gasoline in the mixture with aniline for nitric acid.
The active part of the fuel component of the "Hypergol." For instance,
the aniline in the mixture with aromatic gasoline for nitric acid.
Monopropellant which is decomposed by catalyzer charged ir, the

Ergol:
initiator:
Katagol:

motor.
missile and have
Liquid propellants are generally stored in tanks in the body of a
to be forced into the rocket motor by one of the following methods:
1. Gas, under pressure, acting on the liquid surface in the propellant tanks. The
or from a gas generator,
gas can be obtained-either from high-pressure storage tanks
for this purpose.
propellant
solid
separate
a
or
using part of the main propellant itself
using hot gas fron
2. Liquid pumps. The pump has to be driven by a gas turbine
supply or by an auxiliary
a small combustion '*pot" fed by a part of the main pIropellant
propellant.
heavier than the pnp-.fi-d ystems
At present, tile gas-fe" systems are ge,erailly
ot lb. The gas generator
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Rocktsas UiXan of proPeision have been d(levclopd in the United Soratcs With two
I-ain applications in m~ind. The first application iS theI artillery rocket and the secondl
application is the assisred tidre-off of heakVily loaded airl1A1eS from smlall airfj(!,,
and] possible short-duration. boosv to achieve high perfori-oance, As grm~aI irtln
experience was accumnulated, it becamne evident that tlie requirement for large airficalds,
for landings by battie-weary pillots, and the power boost of convelitionlal engines b)y
water injection, practically eliminated the neccessity for' asissted take-nil as far asj lafld
based bombers are concerned. However, somle recent developments itidicate a, i'enewed iterest in rodkets. These developinents are,
1, ong-range winged missiles, rising to extremne heights where the rocket is h
only power plant which can operate without the assistance of atmospheric oxygen,
2. Guided antiaircraft missiles with a rocket as the main propulsive unit or as the
launching device.
3.

Launching of supersonic. long-range, pilotless- or manned airplanes.

The task of the rocket in launching and take-off of supersonic airplanes and
winged missiles is not fully covered by the term assisted take-off, InI fact, the rocket
will in many cases be the main source of power for take-off of such aircraft.
Both in the U. S. and in Germany, after rocket engineers had succeeded in construicting liquid-fuel rocket motors of several minutes endurance, the idea came up to
use rockets as sole power plants on manned airplanes capable of short duration flights.
In Germany, such an airplane (the Me-i 63B) actually was used in comlat as an interceptor. However, it is doubtful whether such an airplane will be justified after power
plants of almost similar lightweight as the rocket motor but with much lower fuel
consumption, like the ramjiet, become available, and after perfected target-seeking
missiles have taken over the task of short duration manned interceptors.
The historical development of rockets by the Germans is summnarized in Table V.
It is seen that the Germans were forced by the requirements of the war to develop checap
and easily maniifactui-ed propellants and to accept the difficulties of handling such
propellants as nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide.
There is no doubt that the various applications for rocket motors m entioned above
fully justify the statement that rocket research and development have become one of
tho miost important responsibilities of the Air Forces for the future. it is true, of course,
that mnany applications of the rocket concern, the ground and naval forces. However,
the Air Forces should Mintainl leadership in rocket development as a main and an
auxiliary source of Power for manned and pilotless aircraft; they should develop their
own fac-ilities for ta-sting rocket propulsion devices and they should sectire a free
band in maintaining the collaboration of th,, best scientific personnel and the biest
eqipped laboratories iii fhe NatiOln. Our e" clv perfection of long-dunration solid-Propellaut rockets, and tispr-omising results; Obt~ae with nireaidaiieso
lf
mcthanke lic,1id propellants should he fiu ibe exploitmi. The propulsion of' log-rantg
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Germany

i. The German solid propellant for artillery rockets has a wide operating
!erpperature range of from -40' to 140'F.
2. To obtain smooth burning at pressures below the critical pressure of
the solid propellant, a spring-loaded regulator valve is fitted to the
motor.
3. The handling of RO% concentration of 112O was made relatively safe.
Long duration H,20 and methyl alcohol and hydrozine hydrate rocket
was perfected for Me-163B. Turbine-pump system func:'oned well.
4. The difficulty of producing enough H 2 0 2 and the advantage of high
density of nitric acid-aniline propellant for guided missile application
forces the Germans to use the latter. Improvements are made to shorten
ignition lag, even after the addition of inert component to the fuel.
5. Film cooling and evaporative cooling was developed, particularly for
high performance propellants such as liquid oxygen and alcohol.
6. Early trial on monopropellant not successful. The Schmidding propellant, o mixture of methyl nitrate and methyl alcohol, was not reliable.
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Based upon the published values of the measured heat of fission of U111,

:t

is

calculated that tile available energy of this rmaterial is 3.120 x 1010 BTU per pound.
This is more than 1,500,000 times the lower heat value of gasoline, the most powerful
propel
fuel generally used oday. Tile study of chemicals suitable for fuels or rocket
lants indicates that no really radical improvements in the BTU per pound ratio can be
expected within the frontiers of molecular reaction. It will be possible to produce fuels
and propellants more suitable forcerain types of engines, increase their safety, improve their handling quality, and lower their costs of production. Nevertheless, no
hope for spectacular improvements in range and speed performance of aircraft can be
derived from further development of conventional fuels. Use of atomic energy as fuel,
however, will radically change this situation.
The question of whether or not and how atomic power can be produced contin.
uously and at a constant rate suitable for propulsion cannot be discussed in this report.
Let us transfer our thoughts to an era in which the fundamental aspect of the problem
already has been solved.
It appears to me that the application of atomic energy to transportation will
probably precede the application to power generation for stationary purposes. In the
latter case the cost is the governing factor; in transportation, it is the cost and the
weight of the fuel to be carried. In high-speed aerial transportation the importance of
weight transcen ds the importance of cost. Hence, it may be concluded that the extremely expensive atomic agent, now having been developed as an explosive, will be used
for propulsion and probably jet propulsion.
In speculating on the possible use of atomic energy for this purpo'se we have to
change our usual concepts. For example, the weight of the fue! proper is certainly
negligible. In other words, the available energy is almost unlimited. The problem is
how much of this energy we shall be able to utilize in an engine of limited size and
limited weight, where the weight of the engioe iicludes all materials which have to
be carried in the vehicle besides the atomic fuel proper.
Let us consider, for example, the case of rockets. We shall exclude the use of the
disintegration products as working fluid for the rocket. The temperature of the disintegration products alone without dilution would be too high for any known or possi
Wle engineering Materials to resist. Since temperature is the limit, the nost efficient
expansion process for the fluid is the isothermnal expansion, wilh -he terneratutre of the
gas kept at the maximuma allowable valuc by constant reheating. Inasmuch as one obtains the bighest exhaust velocityby using a working fluid with the least possible cnolecu(ab weight, hydrogen should be used. 'ihen assamiing a tnaxirn)u temnperature of
f.moo°F, which would require cooling, of course, and a chamber pressure of 100 times
l..ecib of hyirogten
orpressurc, we call obtaiin a specific impulse of j 365 !

carried in the vehicle. This means that the -pecific propellant consumption of r ckets
would he reduced from te present day vaue of 18ibi/hrlb of thrut,to 2.6 lbhrIlb of
thrust. This is a great reduction, even though the ratio is far below the spectacular
figures for the ratio of the effectiveness of atomic and conventional bonibs. However,
the use of atomic energy would certainly allow the construction of rocket-driven pilot.
less aircraft which could reach any point of the globe without 3top. Even interstellar
navigation appears feasible.
As to jet-propulsion devices using atomic energy with atmospheric air as working
fluid, tie fuel consumption itscf again would be aegligible. The size and perfortuatice
of the craft driven by atomic power would depend mainly on the weight of the auxiliary materials like moderators, and devices for cooling and for controlling the rate of
energy production. Of course it is difficult today to make any estimate of the hulk and
weight c-f such equipment.
The most interesting feature of such a propulsion system is that the overwhelming
part of the weight to be carried by the vehicle is independent of the endurance and
only a very small portion of the weight is proportional to the flying time or the range
desired. In other woids, if one succeeds in reducing the engine weight to the limiting
value which makes flight at a certain speed possible, very small further reduction of
the weight would increase the range almost without limit.
It seems to me that there are possibilities in the development of nuclear energy
for jet propulsion which deserve immediate attention of the Air Forces. To be sure
there are problems still to be solved requiring inventive activity of specialists in nuclear physics. However, the main problems are engineering problems requiring inventive genius of the same order but different kind. We have to convert the energy
liberated by the nuclear reaction into heat of such temperatures as needed for our propulsive devices. Important problems to be solved are in the nature of heat transfer, resistance of materials to heat, corrosion, etc. It appears necessary to find a way, within
the limits of necessary security, for engineering talent which could be used to accelerate the progress in the field of propulsion. It would secure us the conquest of the air
over the entire globe without range limitations.
It is my feeling that the Air Forces should, as soon as possible, take the lead in
investigating the possibilities of using nuclear energy for jet propulsion.
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Of t! ' novcl power plants mentioned in this report, only the
aircraft.
on
used
liquid-fuel rocket motor have been successfully
Our Bell P-59 (turbojet), Lockheed P..80 (turbojet), and Ryan FRo1 (reciprocating engine and propeller plus turbojet) are all well known to the Commanding
General.
aircraft in combat, and
The Germans had developed and used some jet-propelled
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picture.
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mum specific weight of the power plant and fuel, many other
One important factor is the frontal area of the engine. Then also the structural weight
of the airllane is influenced by the choice of power plant. The jet-propelled airplane
has the advantages of not requiring a minimum ground clearance for the propeller,
and of being comparatively easy to maintain. On the other hand, jet propulsion introduces aerodynamically difficult problems such as the intake and ducting of very large
quantities of air.
No one has doubts about the great future of jet propulsion in miltary aircraft.
However, such general statements as "one or two years from now all fighters and
bombers will be jet propelled" should be replaced by careful, scientific analysis which
secures jet propulsion its proper place, but dots not exclude other combinations such
as the turboprop or, in the case of extreme ranges, the reciprocating engine and pro.
peller. The choice of the most efficient power plant must not be influenced by any
general feeling that the propeller appear. obsolete.
I believe that German high-speed wind-tunnel results will prove to be very helpful
in our designs in connection with aerodynamic and vibration problems originatitig
from interference between the jet system and the air frame. However, the Air Forces
should, in cooperation with aircraft designers, initiate a comprehensive high.speed
wind-tunnel test program in order to obtain further information ii this field. The
ATSC took the first step il such a program by holding a meeting between NACA,
industry,the ,,avy and the ATSC in late suirner. 194 5.However, any program which
is undertalen. will be severely rescricted and handicapped for a long time by the lack
of h'igh peed!wind tunn.els of suiicitly laige size.
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Rocket airplanes have, at the present time, intrinsically, only a few
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However, I highly recommend that the rocket-type of airplane be developed
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possibility of exact thrust tmeasurement, which is extremely
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pulsive %ystem. These research airplanes would be very useful for studying
ance, flow conditions, and flight mechanics.

In Germany, tailless aircraft were intensively developed by A. Lippisch and by the
H-Jorten brothers. The Junkers' design-ers did a considerable amount of engineering
study on large tailless airplanes
but none were actually constcted.

Lippisch worked on the design of taille_,s airplanes at DFS beginning in 1936. Hle
designed a series of about eight aircraft, before the time when he came in contact with
Messerschinitt and developed the Me-163A and Me-163B. Stability problems were
encountered at high speeds and the Me-163B was "redlined" at a Mach number of
0.80 (590 mph at 25,000 ft). Satisfactory stalling characteristics were obtained by a
special low-drag fixed slot at the wing tips. A vertical tail was found necessary for
satisfactory directional stability. Lippisch's latest design was the P-1, a tailless aircraft with two turbojet engines. The critical Mach number was estimated to be 0.92
(about 680 mph at 25,000 ft); wind-tunnel tests indicated a drag coefficient as low as
0.0063.
The tHoten brothers flew their first tailless aircraft in 1935. They received no
support from the Air Ministry until February, 1945, foilowing the publication of a

~photograph

of a Northrop tailless airplane in "Interavia." Their design was to be

powered with two Jumo 004 turbojet engines. Computed high speed was about 600
mph.

I Thedevelopment program for tailless -. rcraft has been more extensive in the
United States than any place abroad.
The Northrop XP-56 was a pusher-type, flying-wing fighter. This airplane was
flown only a few times and indications were, from these tests, that the perormance was
short of expectations and that difficulties in control were encountered. Unfortunately,
wind-tunnel tests necessary to trace the basic reasons for these difficulties could iot be
carried out, because no high priority could be attached to merely experimental
projects.
Theoretical studies here and abroad show significant advantages (for example,
longer ranges) for tailless aircraft over tailed aircraft, especially in the case of gross
weights of 150,000 lb and more. Of course it must be assumed that the tailless aircraft
is made stable and maneuverable without measures which would compromise the
performance. The recent recognition of the advantage of swept-back wings for very
high speeds makes the tailless airplane particularly attractive also for transonic airplanes. It is the opinion of the Scientific Advisory Group that the development of
tailless aircraft should be encouraged; however, actual construction should be sup..
plemented by extensive wind-tunnel investigations of methods for improving stability

and control at high speeds.
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By aerodynamic miscellanea, I mean auxiliary items which contribute to the
advance of the aerodynamic art. The items which I now consider ave:
1.

Flow Measurement Techniques,

2.

Laminar Flow Wings, and

3.

Boundary Layer Control.

A discussion of these miscellanea follows, with a brief review of German developments and comparison with our own.
FLOV MI

NIDI T TICHMIQUE$
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The average level of German development in wind-tunnel instrumentation appeared somewhat below our own, although in some instances they had surpassed us,
especially in fields such as supersonic aerodynamics where their basic facilities were
more advanced. On the other hand, their electronic equipment was generally inferiol
to ours.
In high-speed air flow, in both the transonic and supersonic range, instruments
which project into the air stream cause excessive disturbance of the flow. For this
reason, both German and Allied areodynamic instrument development work was
concentrated largely on methods of studying air flow by methods which do not disturb
the flow pattern.
Several interesting German developments were:
1. Combination Schlieren and interference methods which show both density
gradients and lines of constant density on the same observation screen or photographic plate, as shown in Fig. 15.
2. A novel X-ray method of measuring density, which makes use of the fact that
the absorption of an X-ray beam is dependent on the density of the medium through
which it passes.
3. A corona method of measuring velocity, which utilizes the fact that the potential of a corona discharge varies with the speed of the air passing by.
4. A spark method of determining local temperature, by measuring the local
speed of sound, at 'which the disturbance, caused by a spark discharge, travels.
A brief comparison of German and Allied developments in measurement technique is given in Table VII.

In this field we were far ahead of the Germans. In the following paragrapbs, the
erman development status will firsy be given, followed by our own.
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Germanl Devlopment

Allied Development

Extensive development at LFA, AVA,
WVA for measuring density in highspeed air flow; nothing new in principle but considerable development of
details. LFA has system whereby simultaneous Schlieren and interference
pictures are recorded on the same
photographic plate.

U. S. development by Iadesburg,
Princeton. Also small project by Dr.
Williams, Pasadena..,T S. apps"ahi
lagging German.

X-RaNl~euod

This method used at Kochel utilizes
princirie that absorption of X-ray
heam is a function of density of the
medium through which it passes.
Ionization meter is calibrated in terms
of density.

Unknown to Allies.

Schlieren
Method 11

All supersonic wind tunnels have
associated Schlieren equipment. Largest mirrors are 1.2 m in diam, under
construction for Kochel I m by I m
Mach number 7.0 tunnel.

Used in the few existing Allied supersonic wind tunnels.

Spark
Method H

A spark creates a disturbance travelline at the speed of sound. Measurement of the local speed of sound determines the local temperature. Developed for VVA.

Application to temperature determination unknown to Allies.

UhrAsD coi

Generation of high-frequency waves
affords another method of determining
temperature by means of measuring
the local velocity of sound.

Application to temperature determination unknown to Allies.

Some work at Gottingen but not very

U.S.

advanced.

Dryden, Bur. of Standards; also by
Liepmann, (:11; superior to Germans.
British work also more advanced than
Gelrans.

Aachen development of corona for

Experimental development by .indvall,

velocity measurement.

CIT, in 1935. Not continued. Sot..:
work at MIT,
This method not used by Allies for
le,suring speed of rocket discharge.
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Dopple -r
Method !A

Method deseloped at Fassberg for
measuiring speed in tile jet of rocket,
by means of the Doppler effect.
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6erman Development

ri/lied )evelopment

Piezo Elec.
Capsules

Used at L.FA for measuring irausient
forces.

This method is also in use by Allies
for special purposes.

Half

This technique used at WVA; conveno
ient for measuring pressures, hinge
moments, etc.

This technique a'n

Models

Cavitation

Similarity between cavitation and corn-

Water channels not used by Allies for

pressibility phenomcna used for qualitative work in water channels on simulated critical compressibility condi-

simulated compressibility effects.

" Item

,,d

at CIT.

tions.
Simulated
Turbojets

For wind-tunnel models, small highspeed compressors are used to simulate internal flow, and alcohol is
burned to introduce heat.

Not used as yet by Allies ior windtunnel models of jet aircraft.

Flexible

In

tunnels,

Flexible walls have been ordered for

Walls

continuous flexible walls of the test

Aberdeen,

section are used to change Mach
number. Some tunnels used fixed
nozzles and variable diffuser,

Flexible
supersonic wind tunnels
walis have been in use fur several years
by NACA and in England.

In some supersonic tunnels dite test
section is partly closed and partly
open. This is said to decrease wall interference, especially through traosonic range.

This technique not as yet used by the
the Allies for supersonic flow.

Half-Open
Jets

some

supersonic wind

Wright Field, and
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Ihey were astonished

sad mystified by the performance of the Mustang. and made many wind-tunnel antd
flight tests. They gave the following tabulation of wving profile drag (oeflicients

(obtained by Inometntlul method) for a iumber of airplanes at lift coefficient of
He-I7

Ju-288

0.0109

.,90
FV

Me'109B 0.0101

0.2:

0.0102
0.0)8f9

0.0072

Mustang

The German comment s; "The drag of this only foreign original airfoil tested
up till now is far below the drag of all German wings tested in which it should 1e
remembered that it was tested without any smoothing layer.
Another writer says: "A comparisona of flight measurements shows quite unmistakably that the Mustang is far superior aerodynamically to all other airplanes and
that it maintains this superiority in spite of its considerably greater wing area."
Allod fovelopmewts.
The NACA began investigations of laminar flow airfoiis in a low-turbulence wind
tunnel in the spring of 1938, and the encouraging nature of the results obtained
(without details) were described in the Wilbur Wright Lecture of the Royal Aeronautical Society on 25 May 1939, and in the NACA Annual Report for 1939. In june,
1939. an advance confidential report byjacobs was released. A summary was published
in March, 1942 in confidential form. The most recent summary was relaesed in March,
1945, and this summary has been 1kept .upto date by suppl.e.mn.tary sheets.
As indicated in the summary of German develnopments, the Allies are far ahead
in low-turbulence wind.' ,nel --uipment and in knowledge of laminar flow airfoils
and their application to airc Att. Drag coefficients as low as 0,003 at a Reynolds
Number of 20 x t0 have been obtained.
A sumnmary of the present state of knowledge is given in the NACA restricted
report L5_0. "Summary of Airfoil Data." hy Abbott, von Doenhoff, and Stivers,
March, 1945.
hOAJDtf4Y L.AYh
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In this field the (lermans had aii advanced start and had just about reached a
practical state. A discussion of German and Allied developments follows.
(hruan Developments. Considerable work was done on boundary layer control
at AVA, (iattingen, starti)g iin 1925. -,he first airplane with boundary layer control
was built ant! flon ii 1932.
From abott 942 on, work was intensified. Shwieir obtained a maxin
,tf
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airplane without boundary layer conuol was I.9. About the same time, a maximumn
lift coefficient of 3.4 with boundary layer control was reported in wind-tunn !tests
of a four-motortd airplane wiih was to be oeveloped by junkers. A unique suction
and pressure-jer boundary layer control qystern was used. Air was sucked in over the
inboard portion of the wing, just ahead of the flaps, and blown out over the outboard
portion of the wing, just ahead of the ailerons. In November, 1943, Wagner outiined
work which was done at Arado, showing a ma--inum lift coefficient of 4.0 to be possible.
k Cmnan invcgaora notcd ha thie internail wig duc-Itig c 4tiiu and
the power required to drive the boundary layer control !quipayent constituted serious
obstacles to the successful, practical application of boundary layer control. However, it
was felt that these obstacles could be successfully met. At the end of the war, an Arado
transport airplane, having low landing and take-off speeds because of boundary layer
control, was in service in the German Air Force.

An L-1 airplane was equipped with boundary layer control by sa&tion. The maximum lift coefficient was 3-5 without boundary layer control and 3.6 with boundary
layer control. The landing speed of the modified L-1 was considerably higher than
that of the original airplar e due to the weight of the boundary layer control equipment.
Boundary layer control has an important application in making low landing
speeds possible on high-speed aircraft. It also appears that the potentialities of boundary layer control in the transonic speed range have never been systematically evaluated.
We found that some interesting work was done by Ackeret at the Institute of Technology in Zurich, Switzerland. The Scientific Advisory Group recommends that an
intensive research program on boundary layer control be under taken by the Army Air
Forces.

4/

The last four years of war-stimulated research have resulted in the developmentof-e
equipment and techniques in the radar and electronics field which offer possibilitw':,
of profoundly affecing the whele concept of future iir force operations. The::e devics
have already passed the .aboratory stage, and nearly 53.000,000,000 word of radar
equipment is now in actual combat use in the Army, the Navy, and the Air Forces.
Thus, the fundam-otal ideas in the field have been thoroughly proven and are definitely
here to stay.
in spite of the rapid progress made in a relatively short time, the technique in this
field is still in its infancy. Enormous possibilities lie ahead, and additional research,
both on the technical and on the operational side, will pay huge dividends in more
eflective air force operations.
At the same time, the rapid introduction of new and miraculous devices has led
to the feeling among the uniniriated that anything is possible by the use of electronics.
It is, therefore, of greatest importance to understand thoroughly the limitations as wel!
as the possibilities of radio, radar, and electronic equipments in order to avoid raising
impossible hopes and in order to eliminate unnecessary and ill-conceived research and
development programs.
Funuamenally, radar is a device which enormously extends the range, power,
capabilities, and accuracy of human vision. For example:
1. The human eye cannot see in darkness or through fog, clouds, and rain.
Radar is not at all limited by darkness or by fog, and to only a slight extent by heavy
clouds and rain.
2. The humar, eye determines only roughly and with difficulty the distance
to an object which it sees. Radar determines the distance rapidly, accurately, and
continuously.

3. The human eye can pick up or see objects such 4s airplanes only at distances
of a few miles. Suitable Vad2i_ ca, see airplane at distanoes up to 200 miles.
4. The human eye, aided by optical instruments, can get accurate data o bearing, elevation, and range of or.'ly one distant object at a time, and considerable time is

required for such determinations. Radar acan determine and display these data within
a few seconds for all obiects in view over an enormous area, in the best cases ip to a
radius of 200 miles.
These features of radat ope-, 11)many possiblit s, such as: all.-weath(r day and
night air operations; an increase i accuracy and iversatility of bombing, gunfirc, and
navigation; the control froan- tie ,ernnd
,
. f, . the
.. r
major air f ,,,.l c opcrlrins;
4ft

proision of information atid controls .oreli-Vi tit (iVerburdned pilot, both in navigation and in combat; ad, the accurate remote control of pilotless aircraft.
Furthermore, it must be realized that radar is not a facility or attachment which will
occasionally be used under bad conditions. Rather, the air force of the future will be
operated so that radar is the primary facility, and visual methods will be Cnlyoccasionally used. Bad weather or darkness are normally prevalent from 60 to 90%-r of the time,
and predictions of good weather at remote points fail to be realized from about 25 to
50% of the time. Hence, in an all-weather air force, radar must be the universally used
tool for ombing, gunfire. navigation, landing, and cointrol. The who!e structure of the
air force, the planning of its ope:.ationrs, its training program, and its organization
must be based on this premise. The dc,elopment and perfection of radar and the
techniques for using it effectiwly ar2 as important as the development of the jetpropelled plane.
GERMAN iADAR DEVELOPMENTS
Broadly speaking, the radar ai-t in Germany at the end of the war was in about the
same state as it was in this country and England in early 1942. The Germans did not
realize the possibilities of microwave radar, for example, until they inspected equipment shot down in British and American airplanes. Furthermore, they were forced,
during the latter years of the war, to concentrate their efforts on defensive measures
and, hence, never developed a concept of the offensive use of radar. Finally, the British
and American jamming and countermeasures techniques were so effective that over
half of the German radar development talent was forced into the task of developing
antijamming measures, to protect their own existing radar equipment. This did much
to stop progress in the development of new radar techniques.
The beginnings of German radar took place at as early a date (1936) as the corresponding developments in the United States and England. By the beginning of the
war the Germans had an early warning system of good design and were making prG
gress on equipment for control of fighter aircraft and for antiaircraft artillery. The
German scientists felt that 50 cm was about the shortest wavelength that could be
practically employed in radar and concentrated very considerable engineering talent
on the development of a variety of equipments at this wavelength. Their engineers
considered the development of microwave techniques, but discarded this possib-ty
as impractical because no adequate transmitter at such frequencies w-s kr -'.to
s ex.
them, The equipment they had in use at 50 to 60-cm wavelcnoths, h" .v,
cellent in its engineering design and very large quantities w.-c- actual use.
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industfiai laboratories, and the university scientists was coipletly Jckin in
i
many. Somne -attemptto remiedy this situation was made in late 1944, but the effort nieve,
glot gloing before the end of the war. The develownent wocrk wvas scattered widely
throughout the country, largely due to the disruptive effects of Allied bombing, at)Jd
the various agencies and laboratories worked independently and without edeauatc
coordination.
The Only German radar put into) extensive tactical use was that d&signed forv air
wairning aio. air tlefense. Early warning stations, grouind-controlled interception sta.
tions, a.-iaircraf, fire control equipmenit, and airborne aircraft interception equipment
were all in elffTc- ive use, The techniques used by the Germans for: navigationai. assistance to born bers on offensive missions during the Battle of Britain did not utilize
radar, but ,-.,Ioyed elaborations of the United States airway navigational aids. Ingeniou- radio b=zr-" techniques were employed and in some cases these were made -,j
opirat bomb c.miminng devices in the aircraft. However, the British jammiag of
these radio beams was very effective, in spite or %trenuous efforts conti-nuoisly nmade
by the German~s to change frequencies and othprwise alter their techniques to avoid
jammning.
ei~ctjiicept of using microwave airborne radar for bomi-ing and attakat on
shipping apparently did not come until British and American planes carrying such
equipment were shot down over German-occupied territory. 'The captures of this equipment created a considerable sensation anmong German Ps;ientists and military experts,
A large effort wvas immediately undertaken to copy th-s equipmeiit, However, no sooner
had a start been made or~ -- ving 10-cm equipmvent than 3-cm equipment appeared in
American planes. Rumtors that eveni shorter w avelengths were being developed by -0hC
Allies caused the Germans to start wo-k on 1--,m and shor-ter wavelength devices,
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The 1Thilitv to, achieve ail' force operation~s wnciei, 1lI conditiuiis;(" 0irhness and
weatlier contributes in'. re taan
ilr
factor toincreasing then~ltary effectivexiess of the air forces. Hence, any research proigramn designed to overcome floe
imitittion; -to flight at night and in had weat.,-r will pay big di-ideuls,
Radai has already done much to over-come visibility limitations, and is of th..
gieatf.st importance in dhe problems of traffic control in and near airports and of
lpA~ing under conditions of bad or zero visibility. Although there is roomn for great
technical development of the radio and radar aids to landing and traffic control, one ot
the chief problems is thz development of a systemn in, which all conceivable aids wl
properly integrated trnd used together. This can oaly come as a result of ey'experience and a comprehensive program of trials.
-

Radar has revolutionized methods of air navigation. 1DO T~
*wave radar, which permits the use of narrow beams-_ ;,,.- - velopment of microtion to the navigator of a more or less reco. .~-~ - anes the continuous presenta.
-Zable m~ap of the Surroundintg country.
in its earliest and crude form little Mre than cities, towns, and coastlines could br.
bt mder de"'
distngushe;
n'
features of the lanilscapw - opments give sufficient resolution to ideowiiy
make
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uh as rivers, streams, bridges, and rail lir..s
,
feasible the use
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aeradar screen. Over the sea, radar contact flying s re-,tt :te~A to areas
o r10mls

ofidentifiable land, but radar "sees" at distanc s up

The possibilities of direct radat navigation are -rear, - emtended by die use of
sarong, readily identifiable, artificial echoes prov,,ted ivradar beac'as, the radar
peinits the m~asurement of distequivalent of optical beacons or- !ighthouses. id
accuracy of th,, radar equip'rance to the beacon and its bearin-g within 0t; :
the position of the aircraft
beacon-,
,
.o
c.
rreasuremefs
carried on the aircraft. By
can be determined.
Micro-wave systems give essetidatly short-range navigation. For long ranges the
pulse techniques of radaf are Pj, pled to longer waves, for ex-ample, in the Loran system.
Here two pairs of grjund ,ceadons ernit synchronized pulses. In the aircraft the pulses
are received and the timne elifferel-ce between the arrival of the pulses from the members
of a pair is riau~.This Jccates the aircraft -ona hyperbolic line of position and two
ai'H. . The airplane carries only a receiver and the traffic capacity is
such linea,
vnlite d.
itself in this war.
Sv;.dable radar equipment can allow the carrying on of such operations under the
' ia:-y conditions where visual bombing is not possible. Only a beginning has been
made in the development of radar bombsights and much remains to be done to improve
their precision, their versatilitv, and over-all operational usefulnesq.
T13;a u~p, of radar in strategic: bombing operations has prw

Tremiendous improv:ement in the control and marshalling of air forces appears
possible throtigh the mnedi->n,.-f airborae radar. Control of air operationis includes
movements of friendly and enemy
military functoas, involving ra'iar su"'anecf
fi
ls~
t- 'u inPbi,[c!s onthi
aircraft, and the guidance
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country, arid rfida,- fo-: '.k'Cl. IL iN not riecessaryV to se.y niore ahom ie
possihlitie~
ofnnx~ 9~oitro
Tic problem of the future is 11lVyf
~~ilCon--; to
Ants.
~\I ttstatiors
to stirr,'und the country completel y i~s
1possiblt- ant-3 ii":essary. Sixice these stations cahi be easily integrated into the airlinieF
naiaina5o,,
t-iA~h~et
w-1ll beC of5 g e-eacet- me value. White in peacetin
the ncetwork will be extremely ;ealuabie, ia v ar it will be our protection against sireak
att.-Ks. ant! against air raids of ail defcrip ion.,,. Control radar for offensive warfare
will ,doubtcdly develop to the ponimt where a atnified command of air~ otlerations i-,
_svsible th'inif.ugheut the whole operatiwi. 'he commanding genjeral wil e ted
p.J on ot hi wn and enemy forces, w-eL: piloted or pilotless, and be able. to
instantly modify his plans.
Radar alio ha,, been used in aerial fighting for a*rcraft interception, or ranige
finding, for tail warning, and for fire control, particularly in the defense of he ay bomb.
ers. Fiture developmnents of radar equipment for fighters arc, largely 'iepijndent on
the extent to w~___ it is found desirable to control fighters by gi-owu:] equipment of
incrtasccd jang' 9n.Id res-olving power. Fire control and associated radar equipment for
heavv bombers can be made indefinitely more and more complex. An analysis to determinc whei ier one should abandon such air battleships seems in order, before developing nvr-e complicated equipment which may only slow down the airplane to the point
where still maore and more complexity and fire power is needed.
'eradically alvrred mxilitary situation produced. by the -development of guided
missiles has been discussed pre-viously. The development of radar and other detection
and navigation devices Las provided a wealth of technical means for locating and guid.
ing- missil's, The essential problems which radar can solve are those of locating the
missile, locating the iarget, and transferring intelligence to and from the missile. The
present fndameptal limitation is that th- missile cannot be followed over the horizon.
This 1imitation has co be circumvented -0 providing one or more relay stations, putting
the controlling raear in an aircraft, or by shifting the location problem to the missile
itself. Long-range gaidance will be combined with homing devices for attack against
certain targets, foi examnple, ships.
T-he 'rpphcolon of radar to guided mnissiles brings in new problems because of the
large :cale oi' which missile warfare must be planned. Radar components of much
sipler & sign rtiust be developed.
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At the onset of the war, the Germars a!ssutned rliat the ~l
en"iloN
frared equipment and consequently pxodaccd ill Iliitcd quanity a'si'ple PhosPI
i11
frayed detector as a countermeasure. Thcse, instrulen(ts were ver-y iflSlslitive (,on.- red
with the U. S. phos-phor developed so~newhat laiter in thme wa . Altholigl1 Wor!on
tinued in Germany, apparently it did not lead to improved iflstm ilviCnts.
g
Very intensive work was done in Germany on the developuicuit of electrou
Mde
consi&.
have!seen
to
appears
tubes. However, this work was not unified and there
duplication of effort and lost motion due to a lack of full interchange of inforlrc. "M.
The performance of the tubes was quite good but none of the decsigns was sulita",; for
,re
large quantity production. Furthermore, instead of concentrating on the manut-. -.
of one type, they attempted to produce four om.five different t 'ype-S. Trhe telescope., 'ed
with the image tubes were elaborate and complex in the axtremle; for exampl" IC
driving adld gunsighting telescope had 17 glass eletInft' mounted in a str v.l ce
weighing mnore than 25 pounds. Because of this, German prOdULCt.;1 was oaltit
getting started at the close of the war. A total of 1000 to 3000 units was built, I- Imost none of these ever saw combat duty.
The Germans appeared not to have developed a signalling and identific 1-1o
system using tholofode cells. In the field of infrared communication equipment (~:11
phones), the Germans were somewhat ahead of the Allies in that they had at least j;Mt,
units in field service. Trhese units are not technically superior to the developrw'ital
models built in the United States.
The German work in the fat-infrared field (heat) was not very extensive, the -illy
work reported so far being a number of ship- detectinlg 'c-ni-s for detecting and u ~r
mining the range of ships. off shore.
Tne British concentrated work on a simple electron image tubc suited Pritn 'ly
forignaig and idfntification, although it was used experimentally for such pur;c.-Ses
r
as driving, gun aiming, etc. Productic n started about 1941 and the instriimCents5
Dn
ustUsedau ul die British Isles throughouit the war. For security reasons, fe-h were
the Continent buC some, together with a few U. S. iistruints, WeIT lused illI
Africa.
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culties w .Cevtrcome too late for field use, Detection of ai-c ui j iai'e
was four. ni to be feasible.
iunication systems for speech transmission wc.,C Put into prodiuction,
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Verv texisive work has been done on heat sensitive elements fo~r :nided missiles.
the prodi. -ion in some instances running into fairly large figuirs. Recent 't;eas of the
VB6, a h. -homing missile deieloped by NDRC IDjvision 5 in cojlaboration with
ATSC, ho i been very successful.
The i. sibilities of infrared and heat-seeking devices are certainly not yet fully
explored. I will be one of the important research fields of the Air Forces. The imbranch of physical research will he enhanced by the fact that many
portance
industrial Imilitary establishments will try to obtain relative safety by going underground,
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Developments and possibilities in supersonic flight, pilotless aircraft, propulsion
infrared radiation
(including atomic energy, jets, and rockets), tailless aircraft, radar, and
along
recommended
is
are summarized. More supersonic wind-tunnel and flight-test research
and heatwith study of supersonic launching and landing problems, winged guided missiles,
layer control
seeking devices. Flow measurement techniques, laminar flow, and boundary
empirical and theoretiare also discussed. Diagrams, charis, and Schlleren photographs present
regarding
cal data

these subjects.
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